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31 OER Aeres University of Applied Sciences (Dronten/Almere) Exemptions 

 

Exemption for modules on the grounds of prior education or on the grounds of previous 

education at Aeres University of Applied Sciences 

For students with a completed VWO or MBO preparatory education, the examination committee has 

mandated the granting of exemptions to the intake coordinator. Once a year the intake coordinator 

reports to the examination committee. 

For students with previous knowledge and/or experience (for example: through previous education at 

Aeres University, another HBO institute or outside of education), a student can go through an intake 

procedure. The examination committee, on the advice of the intake coordinator and the study 

coordinator, may then grant exemptions for modules (and possibly curriculum components), which 

may lead to a reduction in the total duration of study. To this end, the intake coordinator and the study 

coordinator must submit the format 'alternative study program' to the examination committee. 

For each student, the examination committee determines the extent of the exemption, depending on 

the prior education and the subject package. The corresponding credits of the exemptions granted do 

not count as study performance in the course of determining the binding study advice after the first 

curriculum year. 

 

 

Exemption for module components on the basis of prior education or on the basis of previous 

education at Aeres University of Applied Sciences 

The module coordinator/subject teacher may provide written advice to the examination committee 

regarding the granting of exemptions for one or more module components. This must be done on the 

grounds of the possession of a certificate, diploma, attestation or other document showing that the 

candidate has already fulfilled the requirements of the module component in question. 

In the case of module components for which the student has obtained an exemption on the basis of 

previous education, the mark 6 (six) will be awarded. As such, this is also included in the calculation of 

the module final mark. 

The examination committee awards the corresponding credits - to the extent permitted by law - if the 

student has satisfactorily completed the module of which the exemption forms a part. 

 


